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SOWGREEN is supplied in 2m widths and roll lengths up to 20m

Patio

Please note: 4m widths are available on request but please be aware that
these are very big & heavy and make handling and positioning more difficult.
Work out the best way to position the rolls to minimise the number of joints.
This simply means deciding whether to lay the rolls from top to bottom or left to right across the garden.
Never lay the rolls in different directions as this will detract from the overall finish.
WEED MEMBRANE : A weed membrane should be laid prior to laying SOWGREEN as a precautionary measure. Use
the carpet area you have calculated to work out how much you need and allow 10% to overlap.
JOINTS : Once you have determined your carpet layout you can calculate how many joints you will have. These will
need gluing together. The operation is very simple and we provide the adhesive & jointing tape to do this.
SAND : The SOWGREEN carpet is designed to be dressed with a specialist grade sand. The weight of the sand keeps
the carpet securely in place and enhances the overall finish keeping the carpet fibres upright. We recommend dressing
with 15kg of sand per square metre. The sand is kiln dried and packaged in 25kg bags. Please note that the sand we
supply has been selected for its colour and rounded properties under no circumstance should sharp sand be used for
the infill.
SKIP BAGS : If required we can provide skip bags for easy removal of your old turf. We would recommend that you
remove your existing turf to depth of 25mm (1 inch). Use the lawn area and multiply it by 50 to calculate the overall
weight of the waste in kg (eg. in this example the 37 sq.m. lawn area x 50 kg would give 1850 kg of waste, therefore 2
1000kg skip bags would be required). Please note cost is for bags only and you need to allow a collection charge for
each bag. Details can be found at www.hippowaste.co.uk.
FITTING : Although installation of SOWGREEN is very
straightforward we do offer an installation service.
If you choose this option we will assume that there is easy
access to the garden through a minimum 800mm wide
gate. We will provide an amount of sharp sand for taking
out minor undulations but the carpet will be laid to existing
falls. We shall assume that the SOWGREEN is to be laid
in the same configuration as the existing lawn.
TEL: 0845 621 7000
The cost for this service is calculated per square metre of
lawn area, however there is a minimum charge.
www.sow-green.co.uk

PROJECT PLANNER

available in 2 metre or 4 metre widths and up to 20 metres long.
Please note that 4 metre wide rolls are vey big and heavy and make moving and positioning more difficult.
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